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Beginning of the new apprenticeship year at Langmatz
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 10 September 2018 – The new 2018/2019 apprenticeship year
began at the start of the month at Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Oberau-based Langmatz
GmbH. This year a total of 16 young apprentices, including five female apprentices, started
their apprenticeship training at the largest industrial business in the district with a
workforce of 430. A student studying a dual (work-study) degree in Electrical and
Information Technology also started at the company. “We are always happy when, like
this year, we are able to fill all the apprenticeship positions offered with committed
applicants,” explains Angelika Schubert who is responsible for coordinating the
apprenticeships at Langmatz. The company offers apprenticeships in a number of
professions, ranging from IT specialists in system integration, Electrician technicians for
operating technology, Tool mechanics, Process mechanics, Industrial mechanics, Technical
product designers, Warehouse logistics clerks to Industrial management assistants.
More and more women are trying to enter professions traditionally regarded as being the
domain of men, Angelika Schubert continues. Our new apprentices therefore include two
young women who will be trained as a Warehouse logistics clerk and Industrial mechanic
in the industrial company which specialises in plastic and metalworking. The third woman
has already started her apprenticeship as an Industrial mechanic at Langmatz.
Langmatz has not just been one of the largest employers in the Garmisch-Partenkirchen
region for over 50 years but also has a tradition of offering a number of apprenticeships at
the start of every training year. The company is then happy to take on the trainees
following the successful completion of their training. In 2013, Langmatz was awarded the
Chamber of Industry and Commerce quality seal as an exemplary training company.

Caption:
The photo shows: Back, from left to right: Noah Hartwig, Till Mangold, Frederik Kirchner,
Nikolai Jeblonski, Daniel Gilg (Intern). 3rd row from the back, from left to right: Britney
Ruge, Tobias Göbel, Dominikus Klöck, Simon Albrecht, Anton Miller. 4th row from the
back, from left to right: Michael Staltmeir, Rachel Jondahl. Front row from left to right:
Angelika Schubert (Training Coordination), Robert Fischer (Head of Human Resources),
Veronika Köpf, Thomas Zilk, Lucas Kasten, Johanna Maurer.
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Find out more about training at Langmatz here: www.langmatz.de/unternehmen/karriere
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